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In this paper, it is proved that a locally Lipschitzian function has a PHR iteration
function or a QS iteration function if and only if it is pseudo-regular, and a locally
Lipschitzian function has a positive homogeneous PHR iteration function or a
positive homogeneous QS iteration function if and only if it is continuously
differentiable. In addition, we also give the computable PHR iteration functions or
QS iteration functions for a piece-wise smooth function and a subsmooth function,
respectively. Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the following optimization problem
min f x , x g Rn , 1.1 .  .
where f : Rn ª R is a locally Lipschitzian function. Throughout this paper
 .  T T .Tx, y may denote x , y . The algorithms based on iteration functions
have a long history and play an important role in numerical optimization.
w xRecently, Pang, Han, and Rangaraj 16 proposed an algorithm with line
 . w xsearch for problem 1.1 . In 19 , Qi and Sun extended their method to
w xtrust region algorithms. In 17 , it was showed that a locally Lipschitzian
w xfunction having an iteration function proposed in 16 or 19 must be
w xpseudo-regular. Based on the algorithms proposed in 6, 19 , a trust region
w x  .algorithm 14 for solving problem 1.1 was given without the pseudo-regu-
larity restriction of the objective function.
In this paper, we mainly deal with the existence of the iteration func-
w xtions proposed in 16, 19 . In Section 2, some properties of iteration
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functions are provided. Our main results are presented in Section 3. We
show that a locally Lipschitzian function has a positive homogeneous
w xiteration function proposed in 16, 19, or 14 if and only if it is continuously
differentiable. For a piece-wise smooth function, we construct a piece-wise
linear iteration function which can fall into each of the types of iteration
w xfunctions proposed in 16, 19, 14 . We give a positive answer to the open
w xproblem proposed in 19 by constructing a computable Qi]Sun-type
iteration function for a subsmooth function. Finally, we give an explicit
iteration function which is of not only Pang]Han]Rangaraj-type but also
Qi]Sun-type for any pseudo-regular function. This completely solves the
w xopen problem proposed in 17 .
2. PROPERTIES OF ITERATION FUNCTIONS
Let us first recall some well-known directional derivatives. Let x, d g Rn.
The directional derivative of f at x in the direction d is
f x q td y f x .  .
f 9 x ; d s lim . .
q ttx0
The upper Dini directional derivative of f at x in the direction d is
f x q td y f x .  .qf x ; d s lim sup . .
q ttx0
For a locally Lipschitzian function f , the Clarke directional derivative of f
at x in the direction d is
f y q td y f y .  .
f8 x ; d s lim sup . .
q tyªx , t x0
For locally Lipschitzian functions, the directional derivative may not exist
but the upper Dini and the Clarke directional derivatives always exist. We
always have the relation
fq x ; d F f8 x ; d .  .
for all x and d, and if for all d these two directional derivatives are equal
w xthen the function f is said to be pseudo-regular at x; see 1 . Now, we
w xrestate the definition of PHR iteration function 16 , QS iteration function
w x w x19 , and DQ iteration function 14 .
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DEFINITION 2.1. A function f : Rn = Rn ª R is a PHR iteration func-
tion of f if the following properties are verified:
 . nPHR1. f x, 0 s 0 for all x g R .
 . nPHR2. f x, ? is continuous for all x g R .
PHR3. For each x g Rn there exists « ) 0 such that for all d g Rn
5 5  4with d F « , and for every sequence y converging to x,k
lim inf f y , d F f x , d . .  .k
kªq`
PHR4. For every x and d,
f y q td y f y .  .
lim sup y f y , d F 0. .
tqyªx , dªd , t x0
PHR5. For all x and d,
f x , td . qlim inf F f x ; d . .
q ttx0
 . q .PHR6. For all x and d, f x, d G f x; d .
DEFINITION 2.2. A function f : Rn = Rn ª R is a QS iteration func-
tion of the function f , if the following properties are verified:
 . nQS1. f x, 0 s 0 for all x g R .
 . nQS2. f x, ? is lower semicontinuous for all x g R .
 . nQS3. yf ?, d is lower semicontinuous for all d g R .
QS4. For all x g Rn,
f y q d y f y y f y , d .  .  .
lim sup F 0.
5 5dyªx , dª0
QS5. For all x and d in Rn,
f x , td . qlim inf F f x ; d . .
q ttx0
n  .  .QS6. For all x and d in R , f x, td F tf x, d , whenever 0 F t F 1.
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DEFINITION 2.3. A function f : Rn = Rn ª R is a DQ iteration func-
tion of f if the following properties are verified:
 . nDQ1. f x, ? is continuous for all x g R .
 . nDQ2. f ?, d is upper semicontinuous for each d g R .
DQ3. For all x g Rn,
f y q d y f y y f y , d .  .  .
lim s 0.
5 5dyªx , dª0
The definition of DQ iteration function given here is a little stronger
w xthan that given in 14 .
w xIn 17 , it was pointed out that if f is a QS iteration function of f , then
all conditions defining a PHR iteration function are satisfied except for
condition PHR2, and all known QS iteration functions are PHR iteration
functions. But a PHR iteration function may be not a QS iteration
 .function. Here, we give an example. Consider the function f x s sin x.
Let function f : R2 ª R be
f x , d s max sin x q d y sin x , d cos x . 4 .  .
 .It is easy to verify that f x, d is a PHR iteration function of f ; however,
w xit does not satisfy condition QS6. Just as shown in 14 , for each locally
Lipschitzian function f , the function
f x , d s f x q d y f x .  .  .
is a DQ iteration function of f. If f is not pseudo-regular, the iteration
function given in the above is neither a PHR iteration function nor a QS
iteration function. Conversely, if f is pseudo-regular, but not regular, and
f has a PHR iteration function, or a QS iteration function the existence
of such an iteration function is ensured by Theorem 3.7 in the next
.section , this iteration function cannot be a DQ iteration function.
Now, consider the properties of these iteration functions. We have the
following results.
PROPOSITION 2.4. PHR1 in Definition 2.1 is redundant.
Proof. Suppose the function f : Rnqn ª R satisfies all conditions in
Definition 2.1, except for condition PHR1. We prove that condition PHR1
must hold. For any x, d g Rn with d / 0, from PHR2, we have
f x , 0 s lim f x , td . .  .
qtx0
Due to PHR6, we also have
f x , td G fq x ; td s tfq x ; d for any t ) 0. .  .  .
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Then
f x , 0 G lim tfq x ; d s 0. .  .
qtx0
 4By PHR5, there exists a positive sequence t converging to 0, such thatk
f x , t d .k qlim F f x ; d . .
tkªq` k
Therefore,
f x , 0 s lim f x , t d F lim t fq x ; d s 0. .  .  .k k
kªq` kªq`
 .Hence, we have f x, 0 s 0.
 .PROPOSITION 2.5. If f x, d is a DQ iteration function of f , then it
satisfies all conditions defining a QS iteration function of f except for QS6.
 .Moreo¨er, if the DQ iteration function f x, d is also a QS iteration function,
then it must be a PHR iteration function.
Proof. Certainly, QS3 is the same as DQ2, QS2 is implied by DQ1 and
QS4 is implied by DQ3. From DQ3 for any x g Rn, we have
lim f x q d y f x y f x , d s 0. .  .  . .
dª0
 . nThen by DQ1, we have f x, 0 s 0; i.e., QS1 holds. For any x, d g R ,
also by DQ3, we have
f x , td f x q td y f x .  .  .
lim inf s lim inf
q qt ttx0 t x0
s fy x ; d F fq x ; d . .  .
Thus, the first conclusion of this proposition is proved. The second
w xconclusion can be derived by using Proposition 2.4 in 17 .
3. EXISTENCE OF ITERATION FUNCTIONS
For convenience, we give a sufficient condition for a function to be a
PHR iteration function, a QS iteration function or a DQ iteration func-
tion.
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LEMMA 3.1. The function f : Rnqn ª R is not only a PHR iteration
function but also a QS iteration function of f , if the following conditions hold:
 .  . ni f x, ? is continuous for all x g R .
 .  . nii f ?, d is upper semicontinuous for all d g R .
 . niii For all x g R ,
f y q d y f y y f y , d .  .  .
lim sup F 0.
5 5dyªx , dª0
 . niv For all x, d g R ,
f x , td . qlim inf F f x ; d . .
q ttx0
 .  .  . w xv For all x and d, f x, td F tf x, d , whene¨er t g 0, 1 .
 .Moreo¨er, if we change iii to a stronger condition,
 . niii9 For all x g R ,
f y q d y f y y f y , d .  .  .
lim s 0,
5 5dyªx , dª0
 .then f x, d is also a DQ iteration function of f.
Proof. It is straightforward.
It is well known that a continuously differentiable function has an affine
iteration function. For a nonsmooth function, we cannot hope that it has
an affine iteration function. But under what condition has a locally
Lipschitzian function a positive homogeneous PHR iteration function or a
positive homogeneous QS iteration function? Here, the positive homo-
 .geneity means the iteration function f x, ? is positive homogeneous in
n .the second variable for all x g R . The following theorem will answer this
question.
THEOREM 3.2. A locally Lipschitzian function f has a positi¨ e homoge-
neous PHR iteration function or a positi¨ e homogeneous QS iteration function
if and only if it is continuously differentiable.
Proof. From the discussion just before the theorem, it suffices to show
that a locally Lipschitzian function having a positive homogeneous PHR
iteration function or a positive homogeneous QS iteration function must
 .be continuously differentiable. By contradiction, suppose that f x, d is a
positive homogeneous PHR iteration function or a positive homogeneous
QS iteration function of f , but f is not continuously differentiable. Then,
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n n 5 5  .there must be an x g R and a d g R with d s 1 such that f8 x; d /
 .  .yf8 x; yd . Because of the positive homogeneity of f8 x; ? in the second
variable, we must have
f8 x ; d q f8 x ; yd s d ) 0. .  .
 .Since f x, d is a PHR iteration function or a QS iteration function of f ,
w xit follows from Theorem 2.5 in 17 that
f8 x ; s s fq x ; s 3.1 .  .  .
n  .for all x, s g R . At the same time, it is easy to derive that f x, s s
 . nf8 x; s for all x, s g R .
 x  xFirst, we claim that for any « ) 0 and d g 0, d there is a t g 0, «
such that
f8 x q td; yd F yf8 x ; d q d . 3.2 .  .  .
Ä  xAssume this is false, then there are an « ) 0 and a d g 0, d such that for
 xany t g 0, « , we have
Äf8 x q td; yd ) yf8 x ; d q d . 3.3 .  .  .
 .  xBecause of 3.1 , there must be an « g 0, « such thatÄ
1 Äf x q « d y f x G f8 x ; d y d « . 3.4 .  .  .  .Ä Ä .4
Let
a s inf t N f x q td y f x q « d .  .Ä
1 Ä w xG d y f8 x ; d « y t , t g 0, « . .  .Ä Ä . 52
We must have a s 0. Otherwise, suppose « G a ) 0. By the continuity ofÄ
f we have
1 Äf x q a d y f x q « d s d y f8 x ; d « y a . .  .  .  .Ä Ä .2
 .  .  xBy 3.1 and 3.3 there is a t9 g 0, a such that
1 Äf x q a y t9 d y f x q a d G t9 f8 x q a d; yd y d .  .  . .  .2
1 Ä) t9 yf8 x ; d q d . . .2
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Consequently,
1 Äf x q a y t9 d y f x q « d ) d y f8 x ; d « y a q t9 . .  .  .  . . Ä Ä .2
This contradicts the definition of a . Thus a s 0, i.e.,
1 Äf x y f x q « d G d y f8 x ; d « . .  .  .Ä Ä .2
1 Ä .  .From 3.4 , we have d« - 0. This is a contradiction, then 3.2 must beÄ4
true.
 .From 3.1 and the definition of upper Dini directional derivative, there
 4must be a positive monotonically decreasing sequence t converging to 0,k
such that
1 Äf x y t d y f x G t f8 x ; yd y d , k s 1, 2, . . . . .  . .  .k k 4
1  .  xTake « s t . From 3.2 we can find r g 0, « such thatk k k k3
1 Äf8 x q r d; yd F yf8 x ; d q d . .k 4
and
1 Äf x q r d y f x F r f8 x ; d q d . .  . .  .k k 4
 .Let x s x q r d and d s y t q r d. We havek k k k k
f x , d s t q r f8 x ; yd .  .  .k k k k k
1 ÄF t q r yf8 x ; d q d 3.5 .  .  . .k k 4
and
f x q d y f x s f x y t d y f x q r d .  .  .  .k k k k k
1 1Ä ÄG t f8 x ; yd y d y r f8 x ; d q d . 3.6 .  .  . .  .k k4 4
Consequently,
f x q d y f x y f x , d .  .  .k k k k k
1 1Ä ÄG t f8 x ; yd q f8 x ; d y d y r d .  . .k k2 2
1 ÄG t d . 3.7 .k3
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Then
1 Äf x q d y f x y f x , d t d .  .  .k k k k k k3
lim inf G
5 5d t q rkªq` k k k
1 ÄG d ) 0.4
 .This contradicts QS4. From 3.1 we also have
f x q t q r yd y f x 1 .  .  . .k k k k Älim inf y f x , yd G d . .kt q r 4kªq` k k
This contradicts PHR4. The proof is completed.
COROLLARY 3.3. A locally Lipschitzian function f has a positi¨ e homoge-
neous DQ iteration function if and only if it is continuously differentiable.
Proof. Suppose f has a positive homogeneous DQ iteration function
 . n  .  .f x, d . From DQ3, for all x, d g R , we have f x, d s f 9 x; d . Similar
to the proof of Theorem 3.2, we can prove this corollary.
Although a nonsmooth function cannot have a positive homogeneous
PHR iteration function or a positive homogeneous QS iteration function.
We may construct a piece-wise linear iteration function for some kinds of
nonsmooth functions. Recall the definition of piece-wise smooth functions.
Suppose that f , i s 1, 2, . . . , k, are continuously differentiable functionsi
and H , i s 1, 2, . . . , k, are closed sets in Rn such that Dk H s Rn, andi is1 i
 .  .f x s f x for any x g H and i s 1, 2, . . . , k. Then f is called a piece-i i
wise smooth function.
THEOREM 3.4. Suppose that f is piece-wise smooth and pseudo-regular. If
2  .H , i s 1, 2, . . . , k, are polyhedral con¨ex sets and = f x , i s 1, 2, . . . , k,i i
are uniformly bounded in Rn. Then, f has a piece-wise linear PHR iteration
function which is also a QS iteration function.
Proof. The idea to prove this theorem is to construct some new
continuously differentiable functions such that f is the maximum of these
functions.
 . nLet d x denote the distance function to the closed convex set C in RC
 .and P x denote the projection of x onto C. Then, it is well known thatC
2  .d x is a continuously differentiable function andC
=d2 x s 2 x y P x . .  . .C C
Next, we will show that
f s max f x y Md2 x , .  . 4i Hi1FiFk
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5 2  .5 n nwhere M G = f x for all x g R and i s 1, 2, . . . , k. For any x g R ,2i
n .  4let I x s i N x g H , i s 1, 2, . . . , k . For any fixed x g R and any i fi
 .  .I x , we have P x / x. LetÄHi
5 5d s x y P x ; d s dr d . .Hi
 4  4Then there exist finite sequences t and I for some m G 1, such thats s
0 s t - t - . . . - t s 1 and0 1 m
I P x q td s I for t g t , t , s s 1, 2, . . . , m. .  . .H s sy1 si
Because f is both piece-wise smooth and pseudo-regular, we have
Xf 9 P x q t d; d s max f P x q t d; d , .  . 5 /  /H s j H si ijgIsq1
s s 0, 1, 2, . . . , m y 1,
Xf 9 x ; d s max f x ; d , .  . 5j
 .jgI x
and
f 9 P x q t d; d . /H si
XG max f P x q t d; d , s s 1, 2, . . . , m , . 5 /j H sijgIs 3.8 .
Xf 9 P x ; d s max f P x ; d . .  . 5 /  /H j Hi ijgI1
Consequently,
f 9 P x q td; d G f 9 P x q t d; d .  . /  /H H sy1i i
T 2y max t y t d = f P x q t9d d .  . . 5sy1 j HijgIs
5 5G f 9 P x q t d; d y M t y t d , .  . /H sy1 sy1i
w x w xfor some t9 g t , t , where t g t , t , s s 1, 2, . . . , m. Thus, we havesy1 sy1 s
5 5 w xf 9 P x q td; d G f 9 P x ; d y Mt d , t g 0, 1 . .  . /  /H Hi i
Let
g x s f x y Md2 x , i s 1, 2, . . . , k . .  .  .i i Hi
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w xThen we also have, for any t g 0, 1 ,
X X Tg P x q td; d s f P x q td; d y 2 Mtd d .  . /  /i H i Hi i
5 5F f 9 P x ; d y Mt d . . /Hi
So we get
X w xf 9 P x q td; d G g P x q td; d , t g 0, 1 . .  . /  /H i Hi i
  ..   ..Because f P x s g P x . We haveH i Hi i
f x G g x , i f I x . .  .  .i
It follows that




f x , d s max g x q =g x d y f x .  .  .  . . 5i i
1FiFk
T2s max f x y Md x q =f x y 2 M x y P x d .  .  .  . . / 5i H i Hi i1FiFk
y f x . .
 .Then, it is very easy to verify that f x, d is not only a PHR iteration
function but also a QS iteration function.
COROLLARY 3.5. In the setting of Theorem 3.4, f also has a piece-wise
linear DQ iteration function.
Proof. It is easy to verify that the iteration function given in the proof
of Theorem 3.4 is also a DQ iteration function of f.
w xIn 17 , it was proved that each subsmooth function had a PHR iteration
function. However, only a theoretical proof but not an explicit iteration
w xfunction was given. In 19 , Qi and Sun proposed an open problem that if
each subsmooth function had a QS iteration function. Before giving a
positive answer to this question, we restate the definition of subsmooth
function. A function f is called a subsmooth function provided for each x
nin R , there are a compact set S, a neighborhood V of x and a function
h : V = S ª R such that h and = h are continuous jointly in x and s andx
such that
f x s max h x , s .  .
sgS
for all x g V.
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THEOREM 3.6. Each subsmooth function f has a QS iteration function
which is also a PHR iteration function and a DQ iteration function.
n n  .Proof. For any x g R and d g R , let the iteration function f x, d
of f be
T
f x , d s max h x , s q = h x , s d y f x , .  .  .  . . 5x
sgS
where S and h are given in the definition of the subsmooth function. Let
 .   .  . 4 nI x s s N h x, s s f x , s g S for any x g R . Certainly, it suffices to
verify that the conditions in Lemma 3.1 hold.
S, V, and h vary as x varies, without loss of generality, we can assume
that S, V, and h are identical in the following.
 . nIt is obvious that f x, ? is continuous for all x g R . This establishes
 .condition i in Lemma 3.1.
n  .For any fixed d g R , by contradiction, suppose f ?, d is not upper
n  4semicontinuous at x g R . Then, there are an « ) 0 and a sequence xk
converging to x such that
f x , d G f x , d q « , k s 1, 2, . . . . . .k
Let s g S satisfyk
T
f x , d s h x , s q = h x , s d y f x for k s 1, 2, . . . . .  .  . . .k k k x k k k
Due to the compactness of S, there must be a convergent subsequence of
 4  4s . Without loss of generality, suppose s itself converges to s. Then wek k
have
T
h x , s q = h x , s d y f x G f x , d q « , .  .  .  . .x
 .which contradicts the definition of f x, s . Therefore, we have proved that
 .  .condition ii in Lemma 3.1 holds. In fact, f ?, d is continuous for any
nd g R .
 .To verify condition iii9 in Lemma 3.1, notice that, for any sequence
 4  .x , d converging to x, 0 , we havek k
f x q d y f x y f x , d .  .  .k k k k k
Ts max h x q d , s y max h x , s q = h x , s d 4 .  .  . . 5k k k x k k
sgS sgS
TF max h x q d , s y h x , s y = h x , s d .  .  . . 5k k k x k k
 .sgI x qdk k
Ts h x q d , s y h x , s y = h x , s d .  .  . .k k k k k x k k k
T Ts = h x q d d , s d y = h x , s d , .  . .  .x k k k k k x k k k
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 . w xwhere s g I x q d and d g 0, 1 are chosen to ensure that the abovek k k k
 4last two equalities hold. For any subset I of 1, 2, . . . such that
dk
lim s s s, lim s d,k 5 5dkªq` , kgI kªq` , kgI k
we have
f x q d y f x y f x , d .  .  .k k k k k
lim sup
5 5dkªq` , kgI k
T
= h x q d d , s y = h x , s d .  . .x k k k k x k k kF lim sup
5 5dkªq` , kgI k
s 0.
Therefore,
f x q d y f x y f x , d .  .  .k k k k k
lim sup F 0.
5 5dkªq` k
Similarly, we also have
f x q d y f x y f x , d .  .  .k k k k k
lim inf G 0.
5 5dkªq` k
Thus




f y q d y f y y f y , d .  .  .
lim s 0.
5 5dyªx , dª0
 .This shows that condition iii9 in Lemma 3.1 is satisfied.
n n .Because f x, ? is also subsmooth for any x g R , for any fixed x g R ,
nand for any d g R , we have
T




f x , td . qlim s f x ; d . .
q ttx0
 .  .This implies condition iv in Lemma 3.1. From the convexity of f x, ? for
n  . nany x g R , and the fact f x, 0 s 0 for any x g R , it is easy to verify
 .condition v in Lemma 3.1.
Finally, we give a result that will completely solve the open problem
w xproposed in 17 that if each pseudo-regular function has a PHR iteration
function or a QS iteration function.
THEOREM 3.7. A locally Lipschitzian function has a PHR iteration func-
tion or a QS iteration function if and only if it is pseudo-regular.
w xIt was shown in 17 that a locally Lipschitzian function having a PHR
iteration function or a QS iteration function must be pseudo-regular. The
idea of proving this theorem is to construct an iteration function for any
given pseudo-regular function and verify it satisfying the conditions in
Lemma 3.1.
Suppose that f is a pseudo-regular function. For any x g Rn and
d g Rn, let
x x , d , t s max f8 x q sd; d , 4 .  .
0FsFt
1
f x , d s x x , d, t dt. 3.9 .  .  .H
0
 .Notice that f8 ?; ? is upper semicontinuous, we know that the above
definitions are reasonable. Now, we give some properties of the function
 .x x, d, t .
LEMMA 3.8. If f is a pseudo-regular function then the following conclu-
sions hold:
n n .  .i For all x g R and d g R , x x, d, ? is nondecreasing and right
w xcontinuous in 0, 1 .
n . w x  .ii For all x g R and t g 0, 1 , x x, ? , t is upper semicontinuous.
n n . w xiii For all x g R and d g R , if t g 0, 1 is a continuous point of
 .  .x x, d, ? , then x x, ? , t is also lower semicontinuous at d.
n . w x  .iv For all d g R and t g 0, 1 , x ?, d, t is upper semicontinuous.
 .Proof. By the definition of x x, d, t and the upper semicontinuity of
 .  .f8 ?; ? , it is easy to verify conclusion i .
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n w x  .For any x g R and t g 0, 1 , by contradiction, suppose conclusion ii
 4does not hold. Then, there are an « ) 0 and a sequence d converging tok
d, such that
x x , d , t G x x , d , t q « , k s 1, 2, . . . . . .k
Let
x x , d , t s f8 x q t d ; d , k s 1, 2, . . . , . .k k k k
w x  4where t g 0, t , k s 1, 2, . . . . Choose a convergent subsequence of t .k k
 4Without loss of generality, assume t itself converges to t*. From thek
 .upper semicontinuity of f8 ?; ? , we have
lim sup f8 x q t d ; d F f8 x q t*d; d . .  .k k k
kªq`
Then
f8 x q t*d; d G x x , d , t q « , .  .
w x  .where t* g 0, t . This contradicts the definition of x x, d, t . Hence,
 .conclusion ii holds.
n n w xFor any x g R and d g R , let t g 0, 1 be a continuous point of
 .  .x x, d, ? . By contradiction, assume x x, ? , t is not lower semicontinuous
 4at d. Then, there are an « ) 0 and a convergent sequence d convergingk
to d such that
x x , d , t F x x , d , t y « . 3.10 . . .k
w .Meanwhile, we also have a t9 g 0, t such that
1x x , d , t9 G x x , d , t y « . .  . 4
Let
Äx x , d, t9 s f8 x q td; d , .  .
w x  xÄ Äwhere t g 0, t9 . Since f is pseudo-regular, there is a t* g t, t such that
1
1Ä Äf x q t*d y f x q td G f8 x q td; d y « . .  .  . . 4Ät* y t
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From the local Lipschitzian property of f , there is a N G 0, for any k G N,
we have
1
Äf x q t*d y f x q td .  . .k kÄt* y t
1 1
ÄG f x q t*d y f x q td y « . .  . .Ät* y t 4
At the same time,
1
TÄf x q t*d y f x q td s j d , .  . .k k k kÄt* y t
 . w xÄwhere j g ­ f x q t d , t g t, t* , and k G N. So we havek k k k
Tj d F f8 x q t d ; d F x x , d , t . .  .k k k k k k
Then
3x x , d , t G x x , d , t y « . . .k 4
 .This contradicts the assumption 3.10 . Thus, we have proved conclusion
 .iii .
 .  .The proof of conclusion iv is similar to that of conclusion ii .
Next, we give another lemma which is used in the proof of Theorem 3.7.
w xLEMMA 3.9. Let V ; 0, 1 , k s 1, 2, . . . be lebesque measurable setsk
 .  .with the lebesque measure m V satisfying m V G m ) 0, k s 1, 2, . . . .k k
 .Then m lim V G m.k ªq` k
Proof. It is straightforward.
Now, we give the proof of Theorem 3.7.
 .Proof of Theorem 3.7. Consider the iteration function f x, d given in
 .3.9 . We verify it satisfying the conditions in Lemma 3.1.
n  .By contradiction, for any fixed x g R , assume f x, ? is not continuous
 4at d. Then there are an « ) 0 and a sequence d converging to d suchk
that one of the following two inequalities hold:
f x , d G f x , d q « , k s 1, 2, . . . , 3.11 .  . .k
f x , d F f x , d y « , k s 1, 2, . . . . 3.12 .  . .k
 .First, suppose 3.11 holds. Let
1 w xV s t N x x , d , t G x x , d , t q « , t g 0, 1 , k s 1, 2, . . . . . . 4k k 2
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 .By the definition of f x, d , we have
«
m V G , k s 1, 2, . . . , .k 4M y «
where M is a Lipschitzian constant of f around x. From Lemma 3.9, we
have
«
m lim V G .k / 4M y «kªq`
 4Let t g lim V . There must be an infinite subset I of 1, 2, . . . suchk ªq` k
that
1x x , d , t G x x , d, t q « , k g I. . .k 2
 .This contradicts the upper semicontinuity of x x, ? , t .
 .Now, suppose 3.12 holds. Similar to the above process of proof, let
X 1 w xV s t N x x , d , t F x x , d , t y « , t g 0, 1 , k s 1, 2, . . . , . . 4k k 2
w xV s t N x x , d , ? is nondifferentiable at t g 0, 1 . . 40
We have
m V s 0, .0
«
Xm V G , k s 1, 2, . . . . .k 4M y «
Then
«
Xm lim V G .k / 4M y «kªq`
XÄChoose t g lim V _ V . There exists an infinite subset I ofk ªq` k 0
 41, 2, 3, . . . such that
1Ä Äx x , d , t F x x , d, t y « , k g I. . .k 2
 .  .This contradicts conclusion iii of Lemma 3.8. So condition i in Lemma
3.1 holds.
 .Similarly, we can also verify condition ii in Lemma 3.1.
n nFor all x g R and d g R , we have
n i i y 1
f x q d y f x s f x q d y f x q d .  .   /  / /n nis1
n1 Tis j d , . nn is1
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i i i . w . xwhere j g ­ f x q t d , t g i y 1 rn, irn . Consequently,n n n
n1
if x q d y f x F f8 x q t d; d .  .   .nn is1
n1 i
F x x , d, .  /n nis1
 .By conclusion i in Lemma 3.8, we know
n1 i
f x q d y f x F lim x x , d , s f x , d . .  .  .  /n nnªq` is1
 .This conclusion implies condition iii in Lemma 3.1.
n n w xFor all x g R , d g R , and r g 0, 1 , we have
x x , rd, t s max f8 x q rsd; rd .  . 4
0FsFt
s r max f8 x q sd; d . 4
0FsFrt
s rx x , d , rt . .
Then
1 1
f x , rd s r x x , d , rt dt F r x x , d , r dt. .  .  .H H
0 0
Therefore
f x , rd .
lim sup F lim sup x x , d , r .
q qrr x0 r x0
s lim x x , d , r .
qr x0
qs f x ; d . .
n n .Thus, condition iv in Lemma 3.1 holds. Similarly, for all x g R , d g R ,
w xand r g 0, 1 , we also have
x x , rd, t s rx x , d , rt .  .
F rx x , d , t . .
Therefore,
f x , rd F rf x , d . .  .
 .This is condition v in Lemma 3.1. Now, the proof is completed.
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